2016/17 AWB Harvest Pool: Estimated Pool Return update – 16 March 2017
Program Update
We are pleased to announce that towards the end of the month we will be paying the first distribution for the
2016/17 Harvest Pool. We are on track to pay 25% of current EPR’s less applicable sites costs. EPR’s are today
being updated with adjustments varying from down $5 to up $35 dollars depending on region and grade.
With more than six months remaining in the program, we are well placed to take advantage of potential upside,
while remaining very focused on protecting the program from downside shocks.
On the back of a very drawn out harvest which saw prices pressured at the end of January and into February, we
have since seen some small price improvements in some parts of the country. However there still remains plenty of
wheat in storage both domestically and globally which is keeping things fairly subdued.
We will provide your next update in April.

__________________________________________________________________________
Pricing Mandate Update
AWB is committed to transparency and to demonstrate this, we provide a regularly updated pricing position. This
exceeds the level of transparency recommended by the Australian Grain Industry Code of Practice, Operating
Standard for Grain Pool Providers. The pricing mandate shows the parameters our trading team operate in when
making pricing and hedging decisions.

For more information contact your local AWB representative or call 1800 447 246
DISCLAIMER: There may be tax consequences for you in connection with the Products. This may include tax being payable on any scheduled payments made to you. The tax treatment and the
year in which payments may be included in your income may vary depending on your specific circumstances. The information presented in relation to the Products does not constitute tax
advice to you. It is very important that you seek professional financial and tax advice in relation to your particular circumstances.
The AWB Harvest Pool is an initiative of AWB Harvest Finance Pools Pty Ltd atf 2016/17 AWB Pools Trust ABN 23 179 735 262 (‘AWB’, ‘we’, ‘us’ or ‘our’). Harvest Pool is a committed sub-pool
within the 2016/17 AWB Pools Trust. This document contains information of a general background or summary nature about the operation of aspects of the Harvest Pool. It does not purport
to be comprehensive or complete. It does not constitute financial product or investment advice, a risk management strategy or a recommendation. Past performance is not an indication of
future performance and nothing in this document should be relied on as a representation as to future matters. Participation in Harvest Pool is subject to eligibility criteria, program limits and
applicable terms and conditions. If you would like further details including the terms and conditions please contact 1800 447 246 or visit www.awb.com.au. The statements contained in this
document are accurate as at the date of publication unless otherwise stated and remain subject to change without notice. AWB is not under any obligation to correct or update any such
information.
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